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Abstract: This research project investigates the impact of Chinese workplace culture on the productivity of Western employees, with a focus on the role of cultural conflict in shaping workplace dynamics. Using data collected from a questionnaire administered to Western employees working in Chinese restaurants in Ontario, Canada, the study examines the degree to which cultural conflict influences productivity. Results indicate that cultural conflict does indeed contribute to reduced productivity to a certain extent. This paper also offers potential recommendations for mitigating cultural conflict and enhancing productivity in cross-cultural workplace settings.
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1. Introduction

As globalization continues to drive the integration of businesses worldwide, the importance of understanding and managing cultural differences in the workplace has grown. One particular context where cultural interaction plays a significant role is in Chinese-owned businesses employing Western workers. This research project aims to examine the impact of Chinese workplace culture on the productivity of Western employees, with an emphasis on the role of cultural conflict.

With the increasing presence of Chinese businesses in Western countries, the interaction between Chinese and Western cultures has intensified, creating both opportunities and challenges for organizations. Cultural differences in communication styles, management practices, and values can lead to misunderstandings and conflicts, potentially affecting employee productivity and job satisfaction. As such, it is crucial for organizations to develop a better understanding of these cultural differences and their implications for the workplace.

The goal of our study is to investigate the relationship between Chinese workplace culture, workplace conflict, and the productivity of Western employees working in Chinese-owned companies in Ontario, Canada. This study will focus on analyzing the experiences of Western employees in Chinese restaurants, as they represent a sector where cultural interactions are particularly prominent. By developing a survey and disseminating it to the local firms being tested, we sought to explore the potential conflicts caused by cultural differences, and through our analysis we found that cultural differences do impede productivity, including but not limited to language differences and workplace styles. For future research we attempted to suggest strategies for subsequent scholars to overcome these challenges.

2. Literature Review

Previous research has demonstrated that cultural differences can lead to both positive and negative outcomes in the workplace (Lauring, 2011; Stahl et al., 2010) [6-9]. On the one hand, cultural diversity can foster creativity, innovation, and improve problem-solving capabilities (Bassett-Jones, 2005) [1]. On the other hand, cultural differences can also give rise to misunderstandings, conflict, and reduced productivity (Bhagat & Steers, 2009) [2]. Studies on Chinese workplace culture have identified several unique characteristics, such as collectivism, high power distance, and the importance of relationships (Guanxi) (Hofstede, 1980; Chen & Tjosvold, 2007) [4]. These cultural dimensions may contribute to tensions and conflicts between Chinese and Western employees, potentially affecting productivity.

Collectivism, a key cultural dimension in Chinese society, refers to the emphasis on group cohesion and the prioritization of group goals over individual goals (Triandis, 1995) [10]. Collectivist values may lead to a preference for conformity, harmony, and interdependence among Chinese employees, which could clash with the individualism and autonomy typically valued in Western cultures (Hofstede, 1980). This difference in values may result in misunderstandings and conflicts when working together.

High power distance is another significant cultural aspect in Chinese organizations, indicating a hierarchical structure where authority and decision-making are concentrated in the hands of a few (Hofstede, 1980). This can lead to a more authoritarian and paternalistic management style, which might be perceived as controlling or overly restrictive by Western employees who are accustomed to a more egalitarian and participative work environment (Ralston et al., 1999) [8].

The concept of Guanxi, which refers to the cultivation of personal relationships to facilitate business transactions, is deeply ingrained in Chinese culture (Chen & Tjosvold, 2007) [3]. While the importance of networking is recognized in Western cultures, the emphasis on reciprocal obligations and the intertwining of personal and professional relationships in Guanxi may create tensions and misunderstandings between Chinese and Western employees (Tsui & Farh, 1997) [11].

Language barriers can also contribute to communication difficulties and misunderstandings in multicultural workplaces (Lauring, 2008) [5]. In the context of Chinese-
owned businesses employing Western workers, language differences may exacerbate conflicts arising from cultural differences and further hinder productivity. Several studies have explored conflict management styles in Chinese and Western contexts, finding that Chinese employees tend to prefer indirect, avoiding, or obliging conflict resolution strategies, whereas Western employees are more likely to engage in direct, integrating, or compromising approaches (Leung et al., 1996; Tinsley, 2001) [7]. This divergence in conflict resolution styles may contribute to unresolved conflicts and negatively impact workplace relationships and productivity.

In summary, the existing literature highlights the potential challenges and conflicts that may arise from cultural differences between Chinese and Western employees in the workplace. Understanding these differences and their implications for productivity is essential for organizations seeking to navigate the complexities of multicultural work environments. This research project aims to build upon the current body of knowledge by examining the specific impact of Chinese workplace culture on the productivity of Western employees.

3. Methodology and Data

3.1. Sample Selection

Participants will be selected from Chinese-owned restaurants located in major urban areas in the London, Ontario, Canada which employ a significant number of Western employees. These restaurants are chosen as they provide a suitable context for studying cultural conflict and its impact on productivity in a Chinese workplace environment.

The City of London, Ontario has four major research advantages. The first is that a modest population size (400,000) is better managed and provides an adequate sample size. The next is London's diverse population, including a large Chinese community. This diversity makes it possible to study cultural conflicts and their impact on the productivity of Chinese-American firms employing Western employees.

The study is also aided by London's growing economy, with a variety of industries present in the region, such as manufacturing, education, and healthcare. This diverse economic landscape provides an opportunity to study different types of Chinese-owned businesses and their interactions with Western employees. Finally, the City of London has excellent educational and research resources, such as Western University and Fanshawe College. These institutions can provide relevant academic resources and potential research participants, such as students and faculty interested in the topic of cultural conflict in the workplace.

Local companies, in this research, we selected ten local Chinese restaurants to be the subject of the questionnaire. Local Chinese restaurants in London have a chronically culturally diverse work environment, as well as a moderate average length of time employees have been on the job (around 1.5 - 2 years in this study). We developed questions for positions in different restaurants and the real work conflict situations they would face, and ultimately obtained valid responses from eight out of ten (80%).

3.2. Performing Experiments

Our data will be collected through surveys and observations (surveys as well as post survey interviews). The survey will be administered to Chinese and Western employees in the selected restaurants to gather their perceptions of culture conflict, communication, and productivity. In addition, researchers will conduct non-participant observations of the workplace environment to determine culture clashes, communication patterns, and productivity levels.

3.3. Data Analysis

In the data analysis session, we divided the data into three parts. The first part is the effect of culture and workplace ethics on productivity. In this section, we found that managers were least affected by culture and workplace ethics, followed by waiters and finally chefs (see Figure 1), and we did not find a direct relationship between years of experience and their impact.

Figure 1. The impact of culture and work ethic on work productivity

In the second part, we analyze the effective strategies used when facing conflicts. We categorized the strategies through questionnaire collection into, having foreign employees receive language classes; receiving cross-cultural training; job mentoring training; increasing team building activities; and no strategies. We found that among the strategies used in the face of conflict, those used by managers in their positions were considered to be the most effective and were mostly non-employee-initiated (taking language courses or receiving professional training). Non-managerial staff felt that employee-initiated strategies worked best, such as increased team building activities or increased cross-cultural communication training (see Figure 2).
The last part of the data analysis is about productivity improvement and evaluation. On the one hand, we analyzed the relationship between productivity and time for foreign workers at the eight companies tested. We found that after one year of employment, foreign workers’ productivity improved by an average of 65% (see Figure 3). This supports that the time spent on the job is positively correlated with productivity. On the other hand, we found that the language barrier is the main reason why companies think foreigners are less productive, accounting for 30%, followed by cultural differences in work ethics 27.5%, wrong conflict resolution strategies 22.5%, and not adapting to Chinese management style and hierarchy 20% (see Figure 4).

3.4. Discussion of Results

Based on the analysis of data from the majority of Chinese restaurants in London employing or using expatriate or non-native Chinese staff/employees, we conclude that the language barrier has a major impact on the productivity of Chinese restaurants. First, the language barrier has an impact on the productivity of expatriate employees in Chinese restaurants, amounting to 3.3 points for chefs within one year of tenure and 3 points for waiters (see Figure 1). And we found that the language impact was most prominent in beverage stores, where we learned from telephone interviews that the production of complex ingredients and products in beverage stores requires higher efficiency and more customer orders, which may be the result of language impacts that result in the use of, or lack of clarity about, materials or production methods. Secondly, in terms of business ethics, the efficiency of expatriate employees in terms of working hours and task commitment will be affected to a certain extent due to overtime work and being paid less than the minimum wage, making the average impact score for this item 2.78, which may make expatriate employees less motivated than when they worked in the local firms. Finally, Chinese management style and hierarchical adaptability do not have a significant impact on the majority of expatriate (or non-native Chinese-speaking) employees, with a mean score of 2 out of the eight tested restaurants and a lower than normal mean score of 2.5.

In terms of cultural adaptation and conflict management, most of the restaurants use mentoring or training to adapt foreign employees to team work as soon as possible, while only a few choose to conduct team building activities to
improve team coordination, which we believe may be due to the specificity of restaurant occupations and the frequent turnover of staff. Moreover, according to the data, restaurants significantly resolved some of the negative effects in terms of conflict between foreign and domestic employees after adopting relevant strategies, and the mean value was much higher than the median, which was 2.89, indicating that most restaurants’ conflict strategy choices were effective.

Finally, on the issue of overall efficiency and performance. First, the majority of respondents reported noticing an increase in the efficiency of expatriate employees over time compared to the pre-improvement period, and the data supports this view, with a mean value of 2.89 being higher than the median of 2.5, but this data is mostly applied to regular restaurants or dessert stores, with poorer responses for milk tea or beverage stores, which should be positively correlated with the reasons expressed in the introduction. The second point is that, under the choice of influence on the efficiency of foreign employees in Chinese restaurants, most of the restaurants chose language barrier, which indicates that language barrier will have a greater impact on foreign employees and reduce their work efficiency, and we think there are ways to solve this problem in the future, such as: offering courses on Chinese culture and language for education; developing a unified and clear system to reduce language differences; cooperating with local educational institutions for Language training with local educational institutions, etc.

4. Conclusion

This research project seeks to understand the impact of Chinese workplace culture on Western employee productivity and the role of cultural conflict in this context. By examining the relationship between cultural differences and productivity, the findings help provide insight into the cultural dynamics of the workplace, providing implications for real-world applications such as international business collaboration and cross-cultural management. The results of our research in future practice may have practical implications for individuals, organizations, and governments seeking to improve productivity and workplace harmony in culturally diverse contexts. For example, understanding the impact of Chinese workplace culture on Western employees may inform strategies to support effective communication, collaboration, and cultural adaptation in international businesses. However, our study may not be accurate due to the lack of sample size and geographical differences, and future follow-up studies could be conducted with larger samples and different countries.
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